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Welcome & 
Introduction

Margaret Fitzsimons

CEO, EDA



Agenda

Morning
Section 1
. ETIM & EDATA Progress
. BMF update

Section 2
. CEF’s Digital Journey
. Product Data Ecosystem
. ERP Panel of Experts

Afternoon
Section 3
. What’s behind the Bar Code
. E-commerce Panel of Experts

Section 4
. PIM Panel of Experts
. How sectors can compete with online marketplaces

5.00pm - 1st EDATA quality awards, Drinks Reception & Networking 
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Digitalisation 
Progress Report

Richard Appleton

General Manager, EDA 
Data Services



Digitalisation: Wholesalers’ most pressing strategic challenge

In the most recent EDA member 
survey, Wholesalers identified 

“Adapting my business for a 
more digitalised world” as their 

most pressing strategic 
challenge



2 Major EDA Initiatives

EDA has been leading the charge to digitalise the UK’s electrotechnical sector 
since 2017 – two key initiatives to deliver high quality product data.

ETIM. An international data model enabling manufacturers to 
structure technical data for their products in a consistent manner

EDATA. A central, industry-owned, data pool of consistent, high 
quality manufacturers’ product data for access and export by 
wholesalers



EDATA - Manufacturer Recruitment

• 53/85 EDA affiliates have joined

• Onboarding their data

• In discussion with c. 15 more EDA 
affiliated manufacturers

• Exceeded 2021 objective - 100k 
SKUs



EDATA - Manufacturer Recruitment



EDATA - Manufacturer Onboarding



EDATA - Manufacturer Onboarding



Data Quality Standards

• Increasing the quality of product data available is a major 

focus.

• All data measured against Gold, Silver or Bronze quality 

standards.

• EDATA Data Quality standards provide a framework for 

manufacturers to plan their data development.

• Those achieving Gold Level data for the majority of their SKU’s 

join the Gold Circle.



Data Quality Progress



Data Quality Working Group

• Data quality standards and best practice – input to EDA white 

papers.

• The need & use cases for a unique product identifier prior to 

GS1 engagement.

• Research into customer data requirements.

• Research requirements for sustainability-related data.

• What does “good” data look like in five years’ time?



Wholesaler Progress

• Founder Wholesaler Meetings Q2-3 – key take aways:

• Manufacturer recruitment & onboarding remain the key priority to 

achieve critical mass

• Identify and address product range gaps

• Strong support for industry adoption of GTIN codes

• Add value/make it easier for wholesalers to adopt

• Continued support and education for manufacturers

• Onboarding trials with founders

• Fegime UK join EDATA in Q3



EDA & the Wider Industry

• Member of GS1 working group to establish GTIN codes as industry standard 
product identifier

• CPA Code for Construction Product Information – involvement with 
development of distributor version

• Representation on: CLC Domestic RMI Digital Task Force; UK BIM Alliance 
Affiliates Group; BIM4Housing

• Growing interest in ETIM and EDATA from organisations up and downstream 
in the construction life cycle.



ETIM News

• Ongoing anglicisation & development working groups

• ETIM 9.0 release planned 1st November 2022

• Alan Fisher joins ETIM International office

• ETIM Australia/New Zealand Chapter formed

• New JSON data exchange format in development

• Proposal for affiliate member scheme for sector-owned, 

not-for-profit, ETIM-based data pools (e.g. EDATA)

• Ongoing development of ETIM MC



Survey – How Can the EDA Help?

“Sessions on how to actually 
use PIM systems effectively
once you have implemented 
one into your business. Best 

practice etc.”

“Promote it more, digital is 
now becoming more and 

more important as it is for 
retail”

“Find a way to include the UK 
offices of manufacturers that 
are active ETIM members in 
other countries, but not in 

the UK” 

“Provide 
information & 

examples” 

“Doing events like 

this”

“Through education on 
the options and services 

available”

“Provide workshops, 
guides etc.”

“Regular 
communication and 
events, training etc.” 

“By sharing latest tips 
and tricks into how can 
we improve data flow”
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White Papers

• Best practice published as white papers
• Designed to be accessible and relevant to electrical wholesalers and manufacturers
• Download from https://www.eda.org.uk/support-and-resources/white-papers/

https://www.eda.org.uk/support-and-resources/white-papers/


Communications

• Click & Connect – Quarterly Digitalisation Newsletter

• Regular LinkedIn posts

• EDATA Steering Group; ETIM & Digitalisation Advisory Group

• Press articles (recent ECN special feature)

• EDA & ETIM UK web sites

• Annual Digitalisation Forum



• EDATA Coverage

• 200K+ SKUs covering 100 brands

• All major product types covered

• Target non-affiliates

• 30 manufacturers with Gold quality data

• All products (correctly) GTIN coded

2022 Objectives – EDATA Development

• Choice of access methods

• Solution provider integration

• Further API developments

• Introduce new data exchange format

• Add features to increase ease of use

• Wholesalers using EDATA as a major 
source of product data


